
Guard System and have come up with an addition to the range - the new SUPER Barrier.

The new SUPER Barrier is different to the existing Sturdy Road Guard System due to its 

increased height.  This boost in height has many benefits, which are listed below:

  The SUPER Barrier makes it harder for pedestrians and workers to climb over into 

unauthorised areas.  

    The SUPER Barrier increases road safety as it prevents the glare from on coming cars 

crossing carriageways.    

    Due to the enhanced height the SUPER Barrier is easily seen from a greater distance 

thus alerting on coming traffic to reduce their speed.  

 

The new SUPER Barrier will be of  great benefit to construction companies according to 

Mr. Declan Battle from SIAC Ferrovial.   "As drivers approach road works they will be able 

to see the barrier in advance thus allowing them to reduce their speed accordingly.  This 

will lead to less road accidents in construction areas.  Also the M50 is a very congested 

area not just with vehicles but also with pedestrians due to its proximity to the LUAS.  The 

higher barrier will deter people from jumping over into non safe areas".  

For further information on our Road Barriers and our full construction range contact our sales 

team on 045 865044, email sales@sturdyproducts.com or check out our website 

www.sturdyproducts.com

The new Sturdy SUPER Barrier - 
"Sometimes you just have to grow up 
to come up to the mark"

Following on from the great success of  the 

Sturdy Road Guard System we once again 

have come up trumps with the new Sturdy 

SUPER Barrier.  Not only does the SUPER 

Barrier retain the same feature and benefits of  

the existing Road Guard it is now taller.  

With the increase in safety on our building 

sites and roadsides there has been a huge 

demand from our customers for a higher more 

visible road barrier.  When Sturdy Products 

investigated the market they found that 

contractors complained about the lack of  

safety for both motorists and pedestrians.  The 

existing Road Guard was effective in most 

cases but there was still room for 

improvement when it was used on our major 

roads.  The team at Sturdy Products put on 

their thinking caps to further develop the Road   


